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HORROR

SHOW
Contaminated
corn ruins
year of
record yields

August rains caused high levels of vomitoxin in much of the corn across Southwestern Ontario. The load, above, went into Ondrejicka Elevators
near Lucan in Middlesex County on Oct. 30. See story pages 2 to 5. (Geoff Robins photo)
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HORROR SHOW
Toxin in corn hitting

“unprecedented levels”
By Connor Lynch

LUCAN — Heavy rainfall in August that boosted the
soybean crop may well have doomed significant portions
of Western Ontario’s corn. A toxin produced by mould
in wet corn has many growers pulling out their hair and
wondering whether they’ll be able to sell their crop.
Elevator operator John Geudens, who manages Ondrejicka Elevators’ Lucan location, in Middlesex County, says
the situation in his area is nothing short of a nightmare.
“Maybe five per cent of the corn is coming in under 5
parts per million (ppm),” a vomitoxin level that could see
producers face a steep discount on their crop. A quarter of
it was at 10 ppm, a level high enough that most elevators
in the province would flat reject it. The rest, about 70 per
cent of the corn coming in, was even higher. “The highest
we’ve gotten is 45 ppm.”
Geudens is accepting corn as high as 15 ppm, unlike
most elevators, which are cutting off loads at 8 ppm. He
expects he’ll be able to market at least some of it, but
isn’t certain how much. “Everybody is waiting to hear
from crop insurance.”
He’s not the only one. Agronomist Peter Johnson has
noted fields with vomitoxin levels as high as 37 ppm.
Great Lakes Grain posted online on Oct. 24 that “We are
seeing vomitoxin at unprecedented levels.” According to
Agricorp, as of Oct. 31, there were 514 damage reports
from farmers, largely in Middlesex, Lambton, Huron and
Chatham-Kent.
OMAFRA’s field crop pathologist, Albert Tenuta, said
this year’s hotspots also include Perth, Oxford and Essex.
In particular, a path heading south from Huron County
down to Elgin, and passing through London, has had the
worst of it, he said. Heavy rainfall, dews and humidity
in those areas that followed the hot, dry summer were
significant factors in this year’s vomitoxin issues. Some
hybrids seemed to do worse than others. In particular,
corn plants with an upright ear and a tighter husk saw
more damage, he said.
Elevator operator Mark Scott at Lucan, just north of
London, said that he’s basically out of business this year
because he doesn’t have a way to test for vomitoxin and
can’t accept any corn.
Not all areas in Western Ontario have suffered equally.
Elevator operator Dan Renwick at Belmore, just west of
Mount Forest, doesn’t have a tester either but hasn’t had

John Geudens, at
right, of Ondrejicka
Elevators in
Middlesex
County, says he
is accepting corn
with vomitoxin
levels up to 15
parts per million.
(Geoff Robins photo)

an issue accepting corn. “We’ve been shipping new corn
out and it’s all good.”
Elgin County crop farmer Scott Persall just started
harvesting corn on Oct. 29, but thus far his vomitoxin
levels are manageable. Some amount of vomitoxin is
normal across the province, and elevators will usually
pay full price for corn as long as levels don’t exceed 3
ppm. Persall’s fields were in the 1-3 ppm range.
That’s not the story for others in the county. Elgin
County crop farmer Jeff Davis, who farms 1,400 acres
at St. Thomas, recorded vomitoxin levels from 3 to 8
ppm, which means price is discounted, from $0.25/bu to
$1.52/bu. He’s hopeful that he can put the corn through
a cleaner, as that can lower vomitoxin levels by 40 per
cent. Cleaners get rid of the detritus of harvest; broken
cobs, red dog, and other tiny bits of material. Those tiny
pieces tend to accumulate significantly more vomitoxin,
so cleaning them out can lower the test levels and poten-

tially get a truckload past the elevator test.
If it doesn’t work, or work well enough, Davis is in a
tight situation. “If I have to take a $1.50 discount on all
my bushels, that’d be a disaster.”
One anxious farmer, who asked that he not be identified,
said if he has too many rejected loads, “I’m out of business.
I have crop insurance but I still have bills to pay.”
He added that since OMAFRA says air probes for
testing should not be used by elevators, farmers want
Ag Minister Ernie Hardeman to ban them for toxin tests.
While it was too early to say how much crop in Ontario
will be affected, there were some good quality high yields
coming in, Tenuta said, noting that only 20 per cent of
acres had been harvested by Nov. 1. While Ontario’s rumour mills and coffee shop talk have broadcast that entire
fields of corn have been dumped but he couldn’t confirm
that. “There are some loads that have been rejected,” he
said. “Agricorp has provided clearance to dump them
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Corn in the hopper. You can’t tell by looking at what appears to be good corn if it is contaminated or not. (Geoff
Robins photo)

WHAT IS VOMITOXIN?
back into a field. But it’s low numbers right now.”
Michigan, Wisconsin and Ohio are all dealing with
similar problems in their corn this year, Tenuta said.
Farmers with especially high vomitoxin levels, 10 ppm
or above, should not only get in touch with Agricorp as
soon as possible, Tenuta said, but consider storing their
corn. Marketing opportunities are scant for high vomitoxin corn right now, but as the season advances and conversations between industry groups and agri-businesses,
like ethanol plants, continue, more uses may open up.

The aptly-named nightmare
toxin in this year’s corn crop
is actually the byproduct of a
mould or fungus that’s very
fond of wet corn. Vomitoxin is
a type of mycotoxin, a broad
category of toxic chemicals
that moulds produce. Vomitoxin
gets its name from its results. At
high levels, it causes animals
to vomit and it is especially a
problem in hogs.
Sows are especially sensitive to vomitoxin levels in their
feed. In low quantities, the toxic

chemical puts them off their
feed, and farmers have to supplement their rations to make sure
the animals get enough nutrients.
In cattle, even low amounts of
vomitoxin can affect the animals’
immune systems, particularly in
younger animals, according to
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs.
In dairy animals, mouldy feed,
even without detectable vomitoxin levels, can lower milk
production by as much as 10
per cent.

In a wet year, like this one,
vomitoxin can proliferate before
the crop is even harvested. But
even after it’s in the bin, vomitoxin can become a problem. If
oxygen can get into stored grain,
the mold can flourish and vomitoxin levels can rise.
Vomitoxin is invisible. A crop
with unmarketable levels of
vomitoxin and a crop completely
free of it can look exactly the
same. The only way to find out
if this toxic chemical is in your
crop is to test the crop.
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VOMITOXIN: WHAT TO DO
You’ve gotten significant rain on your field, seen the mould
clinging to the tips of your corn cobs, and you’re wondering
if you’ve got a vomitoxin problem on your hands. What
can you do?
Get a lab test or a test at a local elevator or buy your
own commercial tester. There are laboratories that will
test for vomitoxin. OMAFRA has a comprehensive
list online at fieldcropnews.com. Most tests take at
least two days and prices range between $20 and
$40. Take at least 10 samples for the lab test. If
you’re at the elevator, watch the guy testing
to be sure five samples are taken from five
different areas in the load.
The Canadian Grain Commission will
also test for vomitoxin. But the test
takes five days and costs just over
$200.
Many elevators test for vomitoxin. Ondrejicka Eleva-

tors’ location at Lucan uses a scanner that can test a sample in
about five minutes. You can also buy your own scanner. EnviroLogix’s Quickscan costs about $4,000.
Getting a good sample is critical, since vomitoxin levels can
vary wildly even from cob to cob in one field. Sample many
different plants from many different fields. OMAFRA recommends elevators not use air probes when sampling for vomitoxin,
since the lighter components that tend to have higher levels of
vomitoxin are more likely to get pulled in by the air probe. This
can be mitigated by cleaning the corn first, since it removes
many or all of those lighter particles.
If vomitoxin levels are under 3 parts per million, you’re likely
just fine. Many elevators pay full price for corn up to that level.
As of Oct. 24, Great Lakes Grains price discounts started at 3.14 ppm, costing farmers $0.25 a bushel, increasing linearly to a
$1.52 discount at 8 ppm, and flat rejecting any corn above 8 ppm.
Farmers have few options when it comes to lowering vomitoxin
levels. OMAFRA says there are only two ways to deal with high
vomitoxin levels. Have the crop cleaned (to remove broken kernels, pieces of cobs, and the fine dust known as red dog) or dilute
a load of grain with lower vomitoxin-level corn.
According to OMAFRA engineer James Dyck, research from
the early 2000s shows cleaners can reduce vomitoxin levels by
as much as 40 per cent.
Getting vomitoxin out of the kernels themselves is
also impossible. The absolute levels of vomitoxin in
corn, once the crop is thoroughly cleaned, can’t be
reduced any more.
As for unsalvageable fields, Agricorp will
write off a field as long as the farmer can
prove his crop was rejected because of
vomitoxin levels. That field, irrespective of its actual yield, will be treated
as having no yield, and if that pushes
your final yield below your insured yield
point, you qualify for a claim.
Lucan elevator operator John Geudens
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Ryan Snobelen
519.358.6828
@RyanSnobelen

PRIDE SEEDS UNVEILS NEW
SOYBEAN TREATMENT SYSTEM
In a continued effort to use
best-in-class soybean seed
treatments and simplify
its offerings, PRIDE Seeds
has unveiled a new seed
treatment system.

The new PRIDE AgriShield Seed
Treatment System offers a variety of
chemistries, all under one umbrella,
allowing growers to determine
exactly which soybean seed
treatments are best-suited to their
operations.

Matt Chapple

519.359.3856
@chapple_mc

Doug Alderman, PRIDE Seeds’ VicePresident of Sales and Marketing
says, “travelling from coast to coast,
we can see that conditions vary
significantly, sometimes even within
one farm. There is no ‘one size fits all’
solution, so we’ve come up with the
next best thing – a simplified system.”

PRIDE AgriShield offers three
levels of protection:

The PRIDE AgriShield Seed
Treatment System is part of PRIDE
Seeds’ strategy to provide worldPRIDE AgriShield FT is a fungicideclass genetics combined with the
only option which offers protection
best in traits and seed treatment
against soil-borne diseases. Using
VibranceMaxx® it targets early-season technologies.
Phytophthora, Pythium, Rhizoctonia “With growers looking for new
pest management options in
and Fusarium.
their cropping system, the PRIDE
PRIDE AgriShield PLUS* features
AgriShield Seed Treatment System
CruiserMaxx Vibrance®, a trusted
allows us to be responsive, using
fungicide plus insecticide package.
the best possible options available
This seed care solution optimizes
for insecticide, fungicide and
root health by adding the Vigor
inoculants,” says Alderman.
Trigger® effect with rooting power.
In addition to the diseases targeted
above, it also targets the following
insects: wireworm, white grub,
seedcorn maggot, aphids and bean
leaf beetle.

PRIDE AgriShield MAX brings the
newest in insecticide seed treatment
with Fortenza® teamed with
VibranceMaxx® fungicide. This system
will also offer an increased level of
disease control with the addition of
Apron®XL. This system brings growers
an option of insect control in a nonclass 12 option.

Anyone interested in finding out
more about PRIDE Seeds’ new
soybean treatment system can
contact their local dealer or visit
prideseed.com. This system brings
growers an option of insect control
in a non-class 12 option.

* This has a neonicotinoid insecticide which requires growers to follow all applicable government requirements for use.
PRIDESEED.COM

1.800.265.5280

@PRIDESEEDS

All orders and sales are subject to the PRIDE Seeds Terms and Conditions of Sale, which include but are not limited to the Limitation of Warranty & Remedy and Agronomic Zone and Planting Year. All Terms and
Conditions of Sale are subject to change from time to time without prior notice. For the most up to date Terms and Conditions of Sale, see the PRIDE Seeds website at www.prideseed.com. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW
PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. PRIDE® & Design, P® & Design, and AgriShield & Design are registered trademarks of AgReliant Genetics Inc. Cruiser Maxx®, Vigor Trigger®, Fortenza®, StaminaTM and Vibrance® are
trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company or its affiliates.
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OMAFRA tips to deal with toxin in corn
With many farmers facing exceptionally high vomitoxin levels, OMAFRA
offers some few key things to remember when it comes to harvesting and
storing an infected crop.
• Don’t mix low toxin and high
toxin crops. Livestock producers,
particularly hog farmers, need the
cleanest corn and should prioritize it
for storage.
• Harvest infected fields earlier.
The longer fields sit, the more toxin
builds up.
• Run the combine at full capacity
with concave settings open and cylinder speed set low. That will leave
more tip kernels attached to the cob,
which tend to have higher vom levels.
• Set your combine to have high
levels of wind. It will blow out the
lighter infected kernels, red dog, and
pieces of cobs that tend to have higher
vom levels. But be sure the change
isn’t damaging your other kernels, as
that can cause storage issues.
• Rotary screen type cleaners effectively reduce vom levels by as much
as 40 per cent.
• Acid formed by stored grain will

Corn delivered to a Southwestern Ontario elevator in late October.

stop the mould growth that causes
vom. Additives that acidify the grain
will make that happen faster.
• Don’t leave recently harvested wet
grain out overnight. Mould can grow
and raise vom levels. Dry corn quickly
to 15 per cent moisture or less using
high temperature drying. Cool to 10
C quickly before storing.
• Mould inhibitors can be added, but

WHERE ARE THE LABS?
There are seven Western Ontario labs that will test for
vomitoxin.
1. A&L Laboratories Canada. London, Ont. Call:
519-457-2575. Cost: $25. Turnaround time: 3-5 days.
2. Actlabs Agriculture. Ancaster, Ont. Call: 905-6489611. Email: laboratory@actlabsag.com Cost: based on
volume. Turnaround time: 1-3 days.
3. SGS Canada Inc. Agri-Food Laboratories.
Guelph, Ont. Call: 519-837-1600. Toll-free: 1-800-2657175. Email: Ca.agri.guelph.lab@sgs.com Cost: $24.75.
Turnaround time: 3-5 days.
4. Agribrands Purina, Strathroy Central Laboratory. Strathroy, Ont. Call: 519-245-9600. Cost: $32.
Turnaround time: 1-2 days.
5. Animal Health Laboratory, Laboratory Services
Division. University of Guelph, Guelph, Ont. Call: 519824-4120 Ext. 54530. Cost: Contact the lab for pricing.
Turnaround time: 7-10 days.
6. University of Guelph Laboratory Services.
Guelph, Ont. Call: 519-767-6299. Email: ahlinfo@
uoguelph.ca Cost: Contact the lab for pricing. Turnaround
time: 7-10 days.
7. Stratford Agri-Analysis. Stratford, Ont. Call:
519-273-4411. Toll-free: 1-800-323-9089. Cost: $26.
Turnaround time: 3-4 days.

don’t add fungicides to stored grain.
• Keep moisture below 15 per cent,
and temperature between 2 and 5
C. Check at least every two weeks
through the winter and weekly once
temperatures are above 10 C.
• Plan to sell high vom corn by
March. Once the weather warms,
maintaining levels of toxin will become much more difficult.

4 tests for vomitoxin
There are four main tests for vomitoxin levels.
• Near-infrared light: The test is very quick
but measures kernel damage not toxin.
• Lateral flow strips: Fast and effective and
inserted into a commercial scanner but can give
false positives and negatives. Most elevators use
this test. Farmers Forum found a 2012 study by
two research scientists at Charm Sciences in Massachusetts who found the test was inaccurate less
than one per cent of the time and the error (up to
.5 parts per million) was more dependent on the
one taking the sample than the test itself.
• ELISA: Enzyme-linked ImmunoSorbent Assay: A sensitive test, but takes time and can give
false positives and negatives. The Canadian Grain
Commission will test for $200 and it takes five
days. Most labs in Ontario use this kind of test
and charge between $20 and $40. Takes two days.
• Chromatography: Very accurate, but expensive and requires specialists.
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TRAGIC: Farmer charged after
4-year-old son killed in accident
GREY HIGHLANDS — Grey County farmer,
32-year-old Emanuel Bauman, has been charged
with causing death by criminal negligence, after
a tragic accident on the farm in late August that
resulted in the death of his four-year-old son.
Grey County OPP haven’t released any details
of the incident or what took place. In mid-afternoon on Aug. 31, emergency services responded
to a call from the farm on Concession 3 in Grey
Highlands, southeast of Owen Sound.
Police would only say that Bauman had been
operating a piece of farm machinery when his son
suffered life-threatening injuries. He was taken by
ambulance to hospital.
Bauman’s first court appearance was to be
Nov. 22.

Four drivers slam into farm
vehicles, three drivers charged
Two drivers were charged last month, and one
was charged in September, for slamming into
farm vehicles on roadways.
Last month, 35-year-old Travis Bakker of
Woodstock was charged after rear-ending a tractor hauling a gravity bin full of soybeans. He was
uninjured in the accident, but failed a breathalyser
test and was charged with impaired driving.
Windsor resident Robert Patrick St. John
hit a tractor being driven by a 60-year-old St.
Catharines man. St. John rear-ended the tractor
as they were both going west on Hwy 3, heading towards Jarvis. Neither driver was seriously
injured, but St. John was charged with failure
to yield.
In late September, a 20-year-old Bradford
woman ended up in a Toronto hospital after a
collision with a farm tractor. Her westbound
car collided with an eastbound tractor, and she
ended up having to be extracted by firefighters
from her car after it ended up in the ditch, She
was sent to hospital in serious, but stable, condition. She was not charged. The driver of the
tractor wasn’t injured.
Earlier in the month, another driver was
charged after colliding with a tractor. A 30-yearold man from Norfolk County was driving west
on 4th Concession Road at South Walsingham, in
the south of the County. A 39-year-old woman
attempted to pass him as he turned into a laneway. Neither were injured, but she was charged
with failure to yield.
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Now that the U.S-Mexico-Canada trade
deal has been signed, Canada is moving
on to new trade with China. Federal Agriculture Minister Lawrence MacAulay was
to go to China for eight days. It appears
that agriculture has a lot to gain from more
business with China. More commodity
sales abroad are good. But we can only
open our doors so far. China is, after all, a
police state and that is absolutely frightening when you consider what it means when
Chinese companies operate here and when
Canadian companies operate there.
Certainly, wide open trade and business
with the Chinese Communist Party would
be a profound disaster. It is, after all, the
Communist Party you are dealing with
when you trade with China. So, how far
should a free country go? Not far, I fear.
In a nutshell, National Post columnist
Terry Glavin recently called China “the
largest and most sophisticated slave state
in human history.” It is “a vicious, expansionist police state ruled by a violent,
corrupt oligarchy that is quite explicit
about its intent to overthrow the American–led world order that has guaranteed
Canada’s peace and prosperity over the
past 70 years.”
On this front, the new NAFTA offers
good news. The so-called “China clause”
or Article 32 in the United States-MexicoCanada Agreement states that none of
the three countries is allowed to enter a
free trade agreement with a non-market
economy (meaning China) without the
blessing of the other two countries. Article
32 might just save us from ourselves.
On human rights violations alone, the
Chinese Communist Party is among the
worst. While saying it stopped using political prisoners in 2015 as a “living bank of
organs” for on-demand transplants, there
has been no decrease in waiting times in
China for organ transplants, reports the
New York based Epoch Times, started by
Chinese ex-patriots. China routinely represses religion, speech and ethnic groups,

Patrick Meagher
Editor

the Epoch Times reports.
U.S. tariffs against China were not
pulled from a hat. They are in retaliation
for China’s many unending, unrepentant
trade violations, including using unpaid
slave labour.
A U.S. congressional committee last
month asked the FBI to investigate Chinese intimidation of Chinese living in the
United States and to include human rights
in any trade negotiation with China. Said
co-chair Chris Smith (R-New Jersey):
“I’ve never seen a dictatorship like this
one, that is so oppressive against its own
people in modern times . . . China is on
a race to the bottom with North Korea on
human rights.”
Also last month, Australian ethics
professor, Clive Hamilton, spoke to the
MacDonald-Laurier Institute in Ottawa
about the alarming Chinese influence in
Australia and argued the same influence
is occurring in Canada. We’re just a few
years behind.
There is widespread thinking that China
is opening up to democracy and that private corporations in China operate as they
do in North America. But both notions
are completely false, said Hamilton, who
recently wrote a book on the subject called
Silent Invasion, a book that was rejected
by three publishers because of Chinese
influence, the Epoch Times reported.
China has actually dramatically shifted
away from openness in the past three or
four years, Hamilton told the small Ottawa crowd. “Every substantial private

company in China must obey the Party
if the Party gives it an instruction” even
if the company is operating in Canada,
Hamilton explained. The penalties for not
doing so are enormous. Each company has
a Communist Party cell and the chair of the
cell is more powerful than the company
CEO, he said.
The value of intellectual property stolen by China is estimated in hundreds
of billions of dollars. Hamilton said that
the United States considers the Chinese
technology company, Huawei, a security
threat because the communist party can
use its technology for spying. Huawei
has been blocked from operating in the
United States.
Bloomberg News reported that Huawei’s
founder Ren Zhengfie told the World
Economic Forum in 2015 that Huawei
needed to improve its internal policing
after the Chinese company had forgiven
more than 4,000 workers, including senior
executives, “for involvement in graft and
fraudulent business activities.”
Hamilton argued that anyone doing
business in China needs a Chinese majority owner who can then steal company
secrets. He added that the Chinese Communist Party poured money into Australia,
buying up news media and bribing politicians, in hopes of turning Australia into a
country that complies with China’s wishes.
Waking up to that danger, Australia this
year passed anti-espionage laws that could
send violators to prison for up to 15 years.
It is difficult not to conclude that the
Chinese Communist Party is an intellectual property thief. Canada needs to
carefully consider what access we give to
a totalitarian regime and communist giant.

Patrick Meagher is editor of Farmers
Forum and can be reached at western
editor@farmersforum.com
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you said it

”

Soybeans were exceptional.
— Middlesex County’s Ondrejicka Elevators operator John Geudens on this year’s
soybean harvest.
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Almost half of Ontario’s 49,600 farms had gross farm receipts under $50,000. (OMAFRA, Statistics Canada’s 2016 Census of Agriculture)
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STEVE’S MARKET MINUTE

Corn price depends on exports and is easy to track
Although most Ontario corn producers
go into the fall with at least a portion of
their crop already forward sold, as harvest
progresses and growers have a better sense
of exactly how big their total production
is going to be, there are always a lot more
selling decisions which need to be made,
and a little more strategizing with regards
to what market signals might trigger those
sales.
The October USDA report did something of a bait and switch for corn market
watchers.
First, they reduced the size of the
expected 2018 production by lowering
yields and holding the line on harvested
acres. Over the month of September, crop
analysts within the United States Department of Agriculture lowered their yield
estimates for the 2018 corn crop from
181.3 bu/ac to 180.7 bu/ac. Six tenths of
a bushel might not seem like much, but on
nearly 82 million acres of corn, it reduces
this year’s total corn production by 49 million bushels. While certainly not a massive
downward adjustment, anything which
reduces corn supply is welcome news to
growers who need to market their crop.
However, under the heading of “every
silver lining has a cloud attached to it,”
the same report also increased their estimate of 2017 crop carry over stocks being

Steve Kell’s
Market Minute
brought forward by 24 million bushels. In
effect, that wiped away half of what the
market stood to gain from the reduction
in yield estimates.
The good news is that the American
government’s analysts anticipate that the
United States will export about 50 million
bushels more corn from the 2018 crop than
they did one year earlier. Really the only
adjustment is demand for U.S. corn over
the past two crop years, and projected
increases in exports and feed usage, with
ethanol, commercial, and food use are
essentially unchanged.
Ontario’s corn demand growth is actually a little more robust than our neighbours
to the south. Like the Americans, Ontario’s
livestock numbers are up, which implies
stronger feed demand and the export book
out of the Great Lakes terminals is larger

than anything we’ve ever seen through the
fall shipping. Ontario also has an increase
in ethanol demand, which the Americans
do not.
The greatest advantage for corn growers
in a marketplace where experts are forecasting growth in exports and feed, is that
those are the two easiest things for farmers
to track. If the projected surge in corn demand was to come from food use, it’s really
difficult for corn growers to estimate how
much sweetener Ingredion is shipping, or
how many Tostitos’ Frito-Lay is bagging
off. It would take a pretty in-depth study to
figure out how much corn Suncor is selling
as ethanol through their pumps at Sunoco
and Petro-Canada stations. Exports, however, are really easy to track.
Every week, the United States Department of Agriculture releases two reports
which pertain to the speed at which
Americans are exporting corn. The first is
“export sales” which provides indications
of the volume of grain sold to other countries. The second is “export inspections,”
which is built from inspection paperwork
as export vessels are loading. Essentially,
there’s a publicly available weekly update
on how much overseas business is getting
booked, and another one on how fast corn
is actually evacuating the market and
heading to those foreign sales.

If you’re trying to plan corn marketing
for the period of time between now and
when the 2019 crop potential takes over
as the market’s principal driving force, it’s
as simple as monitoring the weekly export
sales and weekly export inspections and
determining if the market is moving corn
out fast enough to have disposed of 2.475
billion bushels over the course of the crop
year. If shipping were to be a linear pattern
all year, it would work out to 47.5 million
bushels per week. But since we tend to
ship heavier under harvest pressure, and
slower when the southern hemisphere
producers are in their harvest, from now
through the start of 2019, corn market
watchers should be looking for weekly
sales in excess of 52 to 55 million bushels
per week or else there will be downward
pressure on prices.
Simply visualize a balance beam scale.
The heavier the export sales number, the
more it will push up price. If weekly exports are light, the weight of a 16.967-billion bushel supply will pull prices back
down. The good news is that it’s intuitively logical, rational, and easy to track:
Three things which markets often are not.
Steve Kell operates a crop farm in Simcoe
County and is a grain merchant for Parrish and Heimbecker Ltd. in Toronto.
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Price trends: Four years of old crop prices at Chatham-Kent Elevator

Source: Farm Market News, University of Guelph, Ridgetown campus
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CROP REPORT
As of Oct. 31

CORN

OMAFRA corn specialist
Ben Rosser

• Corn harvest continued at the end of October. Local reports suggested harvest progress
ranged anywhere from 15-50 % as of Oct. 31.
Optimistic yield was reported in many areas.
• Elevated DON levels were reported. Growers were encouraged to sample and test fields
to know risks. Ear mould and mycotoxin progression slows with cooler temperatures and is
limited once grain is dry.
• When estimating DON content of corn
loads or fields, high variability of ear mould
infections requires taking many samples and
blending samples very homogeneously prior
to taking a subsample for analysis. While 10
probes are ideal, recommendations are for no
less than 5.

SOYBEANS

OMAFRA soybean specialist
Horst Bohner

• The majority of beans were off as of Oct. 31.
• Most growers were quite happy with yields.
• We’re going to have a well-above average
crop. It could be a record.
• Quality has been pretty good. There are
some issues with some cracked seed coats.
There were a lot of wetting and drying cycles.
• The problem at the start of November was
fields were really saturated. It is going to take
some time before we can even think of going
into a field again. Some of these beans are going
to have to wait until freezeup.

HAY

OMAFRA forage and grazier
specialist
Christine O’Reilly

• Late haylage harvests occurred throughout
October in southwestern Ontario.
• Cutting hay fields during the six weeks
before the first killing frost increases the risk
of winter kill.
• Even when stands overwinter fine, research has shown a yield loss in first-cut hay
associated with late fall harvests.
• Double-cropped forages were being harvested for silage at the end of October.
• Cover crops were being grazed or harvested to increase forage inventories.

WHEAT (CEREALS)

OMAFRA cereals specialist
Joanna Follings

• As soybean harvest progressed, growers
worked hard at getting their winter wheat
planted.
• Conditions have been wet for most of
October, so there are growers that were not
able to get their winter wheat planted.
• The winter wheat that was planted earlier
had emerged and was looking uniform as of
Oct. 31.
• The later-planted wheat continued to
emerge at the end of October.
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DROOGERS FAMILY 													

The Droogers built their new barn just down the road from the home farm in Oxford County. One son manages each barn. (Mark Wescott, Dairy Lane Systems Ltd. photo)

Two bros, two barns, six robots
and one happy father
Family decides to build second dairy barn, but continue to milk under the same quota holdings
By Tom Collins

BURGESSVILLE — It didn’t take long
for the Droogers to want to change
something in their new robotic dairy
barn.
The family — Bill, 58, and sons
Darryl, 35 and Scott, 31 — started
milking in the new barn last December,
but immediately had issues with their
bedding. The cows were bedded on
refined tree bark mulch, but with floor

slats and automatic scrapers, the mulch
and manure would ball up and plug up
the slats. Within a month, the farmers
changed the bedding.
The Droogers didn’t want sand as it
would fill up the manure pit too quickly,
and figured straw shavings were too
light and fluffy to consistently stay in
the stalls. So they went with a fairly
unusual bedding system of recycled
cardboard with a lime mixture added to
also keep bacteria numbers down. The

bedding comes from a New York company, and a dump truck load is dropped
off every three weeks. The Droogers
top up the bedding every 10 days.
The bedding is fine enough that it
looks like dark sand, but since cardboard is biodegradable, it breaks down
in the manure pit.
The bedding switch saw an almost
immediate drop in somatic cell count
that hovered around 300,000 in the old
barn. Somatic cell count stayed the

same and even spiked higher at times
with the bark bedding. Although Darryl
credits the robots for helping with the
drop in somatic cell count, the SCC is
down in the 130,000 to 150,000 range
and coincided with the change in bedding.
With the new barn, the Droogers
are in the unusual position of having
two ongoing dairy barns, five minutes
apart, for one quota holding. The family
originally talked about building a large
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parlour for the brothers to run together
but in the end decided to expand the
home farm (where Scott will take over
when Bill retires) and build a new barn
just down the road at Darryl’s house.
Darryl now manages the new 130-ft.by-240-ft. six-row freestall barn
equipped with three Lely Astronaut
A4 milking robots. It currently houses
120 Holsteins. Meantime, Bill and
Scott manage the old 100-ft.-by-240-ft.
freestall barn on the home farm that is
being retrofitted for six rows and three
robots. It currently houses 80 cows.
Each barn will have the rough-in for
a fourth robot if needed, and will each
hold about 200 cows at capacity.
The only difference will be the new
barn has perimeter feeding with the
robots in the middle of the barn, while

farmersforum.com 13

BARN EXPANSION

the 20-year-old barn will have a centrefeed alley and the robots on each side
of the barn. Renovations in the old
barn should be completed in the next
few months.
While each farm has its own milk
licence, they have a combined 265 kg
of quota under the same quota holding.
“It doesn’t really matter how many
cows are at each farm,” said Darryl, a
third-generation farmer. “It fills up the
quota from one farm first, then tops it
off from the other farm. It doesn’t make
much difference how many cows we
have at each place.”
Darryl said his dad is pretty happy
with the idea of two barns, mostly
because of his grandkids. While brothCont’d on 14

Open house at the Droogers’ new dairy barn last month. (Lely Centre Woodstock photo)
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DROOGERS FAMILY 													BARN EXPANSION

Two Bros
Cont’d from 13
ers may get along milking together in the same
barn, explained Darryl,
that may not always be
the case for cousins. By
building two barns now,
there’s less likely to be a
fight between Darryl and
Scott’s kids when they
take over the farm in a
few decades.
Despite the two separate barns, the family still
farms together. Darryl
still helps with milking in
the old barn. He also took
the cows from the home
farm to fill up the new
barn. When a cow in his
barn dries off, he brings
her back to Scott’s barn
where she stays until she
calves and then goes back
to Darryl’s barn.
Darryl still gets the
feed from the old farm,
using a TMR mixer to
blend corn silage and
haylage and driving the
mixer back to the home
farm to feed once a day.
New bunkers have just
been constructed on Darryl’s farm, with the plan
for Darryl to feed the
cows from his own farm
within the next couple of
months. It takes about an
hour each day to feed, but
half of that time is driving the mixer from one
farm to the other.
While the feeding takes
a little longer because
of the extra commute,
the new robots easily
make up for the lost time.
Milking 200 cows in a
double-8 parallel parlour

in old barn took about
four hours. With more
than half the herd gone,
it now takes 90 minutes
in the parlour. Once the
robots are in the old barn,
the hard work of manual
milking will be wiped
out.
Darryl said the robots
give the family more
flexibility when it comes
to other farming aspects,
such as their custom farm
operation.
“It’s more of a lifestyle
choice,” he said. “With
the robots, you’re not tied
down to be there, every
morning, every night at a
certain time. Now if you
have something going on,
then you do chores a little
bit earlier or after that.”
Darryl says cow comfort is his favourite part
of the barn. There are
automatic curtains on
the 16-foot sidewalls that
open and close depending
on the temperature of the
barn. Two rows of four
24-foot ceiling fans over
the stalls keep the cows
cool.
The whole environment
is also much quieter and
brighter, said Darryl.
All the talk about the
future of Canada’s supply management in the
past year was concerning,
but also strengthened the
farmers’ resolve that they
were doing the right thing
with the expansion.
“We said, we have to
keep going (with the expansion),” said Darryl.
“If you stop, then you get
way behind.”

THE DROOGERS: Jane and husband Bill, with their son Scott and wife Elissa, and son Darryl and wife Sara.

Looks like sand but the bedding is recycled cardboard, an unusual choice but well-chosen. (Mark Wescott photo)
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Misty morning on a beautiful Strathroy corn field earlier this year. (Andrew Campbell photo)

How much was your farmland valued at in 2016?
OTTAWA — The estimated value of
farmland and buildings per acre in Ontario is $9,580, according to an OMAFRA report released last month, based
on Statistics Canada’s 2016 Census of
Agriculture.
The report, Ratio of Rental Rate to
Value, calculated estimated value by
dividing the total market value of land
and buildings by the number of acres.
Halton region leads 49 counties and
regions at $27,306 per acre, while Rainy
River in Northern Ontario is 49th at
$1,038 per acre.
Here are the top 49 counties and regions:
1. Halton Region: $27,306
2. Peel Region: $26,917

49 regions and counties listed across Ontario
3. York Region: $18,650
4. Oxford County: $16,520
5. Niagara Region: $16,265
6. Perth County: $16,232
7. City of Toronto: $15,586
8. Waterloo Region: $15,328
9. City of Hamilton: $13,428
10. Essex County: $12,911
11. Wellington County: $12,376
12. Middlesex County: $12,358
13. Brant County: $11,695
14. Huron County: $11,485
15. Chatham-Kent County: $10,929
16. Durham Region: $10,805
17. Haldimand-Norfolk: $10,384

18. Simcoe County: $10,116
19. Lambton County: $9,749
20. Elgin County: $9,728
21. Dufferin County: $9,440
22. City of Ottawa: $9,222
23. Stormont, Dundas, Glen: $8,710
24. Prescott-Russell Counties: $8,653
25. Bruce County: $7,858
26. Grey County: $7,379
27. Prince Edward County: $6,080
28. Northumberland County: $5,859
29. Greater Sudbury: $5,650
30. City of Kawartha Lakes: $5,223
31. Peterborough County: $5,071
32. Muskoka Region: $4,879

33. Hastings County: $3,976
34. Leeds and Grenville: $3,817
35. Lanark County: $3,615
36. Lennox and Addington: $3,488
37. Renfrew County: $3,162
38. Frontenac County: $3,145
39. City of Thunder Bay: $2,810
40. Haliburton County: $2,791
41. Timiskaming District: $2,348
42. Parry Sound District: $2,079
43. Nipissing District: $2,054
44. Algoma District: $1,885
45. Cochrane District: $1,670
46. Kenora District: $1,627
47. City of Sudbury: 1,626
48. Manitoulin District: $1,263
49. Rainy River District: $1,038
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Almost one-third of Ontario farmland is rental
OTTAWA — Twenty-nine per cent of
Ontario farm acres are rented, according to Statistics Canada’s 2016 Census
of Agriculture.
The OMAFRA report, released
last month, says that is down slightly
from 30 per cent in the 2012 Census.
However, 29 per cent is slightly higher
than in the 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006
censuses.

At 56 per cent, Peel region has the
highest percentage of farm area rented,
while Cochrane is the lowest region at
9 per cent.
Western Ontario counties range from
28 per cent of rented acres in Perth and
Bruce to 56 per cent in Peel region.
Southwestern Ontario ranges from 21
per cent in Chatham-Kent to 46 per cent
in Hamilton region.

Ontario’s top 10 money
making farm sectors in 2017
OTTAWA — Ontario farms had more than
$13.12 billion of farm cash receipts for all
farms in 2017, according to OMAFRA,
with dairy farms leading the way.
The $2.12 billion in farm cash receipts
for dairy products was about 16 per cent

of all the farm cash receipts. Ontario recorded more farm cash receipts than any
other province.
Here were the top 10 ag sectors in
Ontario in 2017, which accounted for 82
per cent of all farm cash receipts:

1

. Dairy products, $2.12 billion

2

. Soybeans, $1.41 billion

3

. Steers and slaughter heifers, $1.28 billion

4

. Hogs, $1.25 billion

5

. Corn, $1.18 billion

6

. Greenhouse vegetables, $922 million

7

. Chickens, $843 million

8

. Field vegetables, $835 million

9

. Floriculture, $524 million

10

. Eggs, $402 million
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What’s up with new NAFTA?
Dairy farmers fill meeting halls and
find few clues about the future
By Connor Lynch

INGERSOLL — Dairy farmers turned out in droves
for an Oct. 18 meeting at Ingersoll in Oxford County,
looking for answers about what was going to happen to
their industry.
There were few to be had. Perth County dairy farmer,
Doug Johnston, who farms at Listowel, spoke with a
few producers at the meeting. But despite featuring DFO
general manager Graham Lloyd, Minister of Agriculture
Ernie Hardeman, Conservative MP Dave Mackenzie, ag
market analyst Al Mussell and DFO Director of Economics Patrice Dube, there were no major breakthroughs
or revelations, said Johnston. “Nobody really knows
anything.”
The meeting, with 215 of Oxford County’s 304 dairy
producers present, came only weeks after tense free trade
negotiations with the United States came to an end late

Does new NAFTA offer
Class 7 milk option?
Agreement does allow for pricing
of milk ingredients domestically
Canadian dairy farmers once again took it on the chin to
get a new trade deal signed. Under the new NAFTA deal,
the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA),
signed in late September farmers lost another 3.9 per cent
market access, as well as Class 7 milk.
The controversial milk class had been created to counter cheap American imports of milk ingredients. Those
milk ingredients sneaked past the border tariff-free since
Canadian border patrol didn’t consider the product to be
milk. Canada’s food agency changed the rules but allowed
the U.S. ingredients into the country for processors to use
in making cheese and yogurt. Canadian farmers couldn’t
compete. So the Dairy Farmers of Ontario created Class
6 milk to counteract the surge, with the Dairy Farmers
of Canada to follow by introducing Class 7.
Killing Class 7 in the new trade deal is a harsh blow
to dairy farmers. But it’s not that simple.
Though the milk classes are dead six months after the
deal is ratified by legislators in the U.S., Canada and
Mexico, Canada can still price out the milk ingredients
that were in those milk classes. They just have to base it
on the U.S. skim milk price, which often formed the basis
for Class 7 milk pricing anyway. Said Dairy Farmers of
Ontario director Murray Sherk: “We should be able to use
potentially a Class 7 price for domestic uses. The focus
seems to be on eliminating our ability to export any excess
products.”
It’s an open question if it’s enough to kill off Canadian milk ingredient exports, said Al Mussell, founder
of ag-research firm Agri-Food Economic Systems. The
surcharges that will get slapped on exports above 55,000
tonnes in the first year of the deal may not be enough to
make Canadian products uncompetitive, he said. Time,
and lengthy analysis, will tell.
An American milk ingredient exporter is unhappy
that Canada’s domestic market isn’t back up for grabs.
Kevin Ellis, CEO of Cayuga Milk Ingredients, a New
York State processing plant which ships milk ingredients
north of the border, took a hit when Class 6 and 7 came
into place. He told online news outlet Syracuse.com that:
“The advantage will still go to Canada in this scenario.
I don’t have all the details yet, but it looks like they’re
just changing the name to keep the same restrictions.”

Dairy Farmers of Ontario
general manger Graham
Lloyd addresses frustrated
producers last month.

on Sept. 30. A new deal was reached, dubbed the UnitedStates-Mexico-Canada Agreement. In it the United States
was promised about 3.9 per cent market access to the
Canadian dairy system, as well as the elimination of Class
7 milk. Class 7 was reportedly a major sticking point during negotiations, according to Lloyd, who told producers
at an Eastern Ontario meeting that the Americans were
adamant about shutting down the milk class. It was “a
hill they would die on,” Lloyd said.
Through two meetings with producers in Eastern
Ontario, Lloyd also said that a surprising amount of the
text is still up in the air. As of Oct. 31, the Canadian
government still hadn’t released its own version of the
text because they “recognize they can’t agree to some of
what’s written,” Lloyd said.
The Canadian government has promised dairy farmers

compensation, but how that will work was also unknown
as of Oct. 31. Farmers in Eastern Ontario were angrily
vocal that compensation should not work in the same
way as it did for the CETA deal, where the government
matched dairy farmers’ investments, leading to extremely
uneven funding across the country.
The text of the agreement does suggest that Class 7
milk, a major concern for dairy producers, may be salvageable for the domestic milk market. But the DFO is
deliberately not saying if or how it can salvage the milk
class for fear of tipping off the Americans, one farmer
opined.
The USMCA still has to be ratified by all three member
countries. Legislators have to sign off on the text, and
Lloyd cautioned producers that because of that, changes
to the deal could still happen.
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Animal activist
gets away with
filming mink farm
Farm lawyer said case was
close to a “slam dunk”
Ontario mink farms have been targeted by activists.

By Connor Lynch

CLARINGTON — An
Ontario Crown attorney has
decided not to proceed with
charges against an animal
activist who filmed himself
trespassing on a Durham
Region mink farm.
Charges against activist
Malcolm Klimowicz were
reportedly dropped on Oct.
22, with the Crown dropping charges but agreeing
to a peace bond. A peace
bond doesn’t require a trial
or admission or finding of
guilt, but does require the
person to keep the peace
and usually abstain from
some kind of behaviour,
in this case going near the
farm.
It’s a disappointing result
for a family that’s endured
a nightmare, said Nancy
Daigneault, vice-president
of the International Fur
Federation.
“(Klimowicz) posted
their names and address
(online on his Facebook
page),” she said. Mink
farmer Robert Schwirtz
and his 81-year-old mother,
who farm at Clarington,
have had endless phone
calls and strange cars driving up their kilometre-long
driveway. “(His mother)
goes to bed every night with
the number of the police department by her bed,” said
Daigneault. “She wakes up
to flashlights outside her
window.”
Schwirtz’s sister and her
husband run a bed and
breakfast nearby that had to
temporarily close because
Klimowicz implicated it
with the farm, she added.
As of Oct. 24, the vast
majority of reviews are
glowing, but a few 1-star reviews stand out. “Horrible
dirty place, close by the
lousy owners have a mink
farm,” reads one. “Situated
opposite a Mink Fur Farm.
Smells carry. You decide,”
reads another.

Alongside the reviews
came fake bookings with
false credit cards and angry
phone calls, Daigneault
said. “These days, your
advertising and business
outreach is all on social
media,” she added.
Ottawa-area farm lawyer
Kurtis Andrews said that the
Crown typically drops cases
when it doesn’t think there’s
any chance of successfully
prosecuting them. But the
case against Klimowicz was
“as close to a slam dunk as
you’re going to find.”

The Crown
typically drops
cases when it
doesn’t think
there’s any
chance of
successfully
prosecuting them
Klimowicz had filmed
himself entering the farm
at night, and Criminal Code
provisions against breaking
and entering specifically
single out trespassing in
“a pen or an enclosure in
which fur-bearing animals
are kept in captivity for
breeding or commercial
purposes.” Said Andrews:
“The legislature absolutely
wanted to address this kind
of situation.”
The other factor involved
is that the person in question breaking in has to be
doing so with the “intent
to commit an indictable
offence.” Said Andrews:
“I would identify criminal
mischief as fairly obvious.”
Charges remain against
Klimowicz for two other incidents involving fur farms:
one near Kingston, and the
other near Wasaga Beach,
on Georgian Bay.
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Ontario couple sets new
giant pumpkin record
By Tom Collins

WOODBRIDGE — Several Western Ontario giant pumpkin growers came close
this year to setting a new Canadian record
for heaviest pumpkin.
The record was 1,877 lb. At the Port
Elgin weigh-in, the father-and-daughter
team of Jim and Kelsey Bryson of Ormstown, Que. had a pumpkin that weighed
1,871.5 lb., followed by John Matesa of
Breslau, Ont. with a 1,855-lb. pumpkin.
At the Wallaceburg weigh-in, the Brysons had a pumpkin that weighed 1,792.7
lb., while Matesa had a 1,736-lb. pumpkin
at the Erin weigh-in.
However, a new Canadian record was set
last month by Phil and Jane Hunt at Cameron, north of Lindsay, with a pumpkin that
weighed 1,959 lb. at the Woodbridge Fair.
Hunt said it is only a matter of time before a Canadian grows a 2,000-lb. monster.
In fact, it almost happened this year. The
same day that Hunt set the record, an Alberta grower had a pumpkin that weighed
2,255 lb. but was disqualified because the
pumpkin had a hole in it the size of a knitting needle. Any type of hole or splitting of

a giant pumpkin automatically disqualifies
the vegetable from competition to discourage cheating.
“I think next year you’ll see 2,000 lb.
broken in Canada,” said Hunt. “There’s no
doubt in my mind. We’re on the verge. ”
The world record is a 2,624.6 lb. pumpkin grown by a man in Belgium in 2016.
Giant pumpkin growers have no secrets
among each other. They openly share tips and
give advice, and those with success share their
pumpkin seeds for free with other growers.
While good seeds and soils are important, the trick, said Hunt, is in the water. Phil and Jane Hunt at Cameron, north of Lindsay, with a pumpkin that weighed 1,959 lb.
He feeds the pumpkin 75 gallons a day at the Woodbridge Fair.
with a drip irrigation line so the water goes
directly to the root. During the drought,
record in any kind of sport, but we like the
So how does one get rid of a giant
he gave the pumpkin extra water. Each
garden. Maybe we should give something pumpkin? After removing all the seeds
plant needs a growing area of about 400
like this a run,’ ” he said.
— the average giant pumpkin will yield
to 1,000 sq. ft.
Hunt almost didn’t grow a pumpkin about 600 seeds, which are about twice the
The Hunts have no farming backthis year. The couple was taking an Alas- size of a normal pumpkin seed — Hunt
ground. Phil is a retired dock worker for
kan vacation and knew they wouldn’t be will turn the pumpkin into a giant jacka transportation company while Jane is an
around for 15 days of critical time for o’-lantern, complete with treble lights
accountant. They got into growing giant
growing giant pumpkins in May and June. as a candle wouldn’t cast enough light.
pumpkins in 1991 when they saw a story
However, another giant pumpkin grower, Afterwards, he gives the pumpkin to a
on the news about a new world record
Chris Lyons, offered to take care of the nearby farmer to feed his sheep and goats.
around 800 lb.
pumpkin while the Hunts were gone. So In return, the farmer gives Hunt manure
“I said to my wife, ‘We’ll never get a
the Hunts grew just one pumpkin.
in the spring to help grow the pumpkin.
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Soybeans yielding well
By Connor Lynch

KENT BRIDGE — A cloud
hangs over Western Ontario’s harvest season. After
a difficult planting season
and a consistently wet year
for much of the region, some
soybean yields are remarkable but corn is plagued by
vomitoxin.
Soybeans for some were
a bin-buster. But not at Kent
Bridge where elevator-operator Daniel VanDeVelde,
who runs Thompson’s Elevator, said that as of Oct.

29, soybean harvest was
about 95 per cent complete.
Yields ranged from average to above average but
typically above average by
about 10 bushels an acre,
he said.
About an hour northeast,
at Lucan, elevator operator
John Geudens, had filled
his soybean bins by Oct.
30. “Soybeans were exceptional,” he said, with most
fields between 55 bu/ac and
65 bu/ac but some as high
as 75. “A lot of (farmers)
are having the best yields

they’ve ever had.”
Three groups predicted
an Ontario record yield for
soybeans. Maizex forecast
46.6 bu/ac. Statistics Canada forecast 50.2 bu/ac and
Great Lakes Grain forecast
54 bu/ac. The Ontario fiveyear average is 45.9 bu/ac.
The deep south seemed to
have it rougher. Kent County
farmers had average yields,
whereas farmers in Lambton
and Middlesex were seeing
some of their best yields
ever. Farther north there was
more variation.

Do you have questions around:

SEED, AGRONOMY
AND SEED-RELATED
TECHNOLOGIES?
CONTACT YOUR
PRIDE SEEDS
TEAM

Lock in your fertilizer for next year
Demand expected to outstrip supply by next planting season
By Connor Lynch
Fertilizer might not be the first thing on
farmers’ minds. But it should be. A wild
world market has pushed fertilizer prices
way up, and there’s no telling if they’ll
stop rising before the spring.
Locking in prices now is probably a
farmer’s best bet, said Ryan Brophy,
a certified crop advisor who runs V6
Agronomy in Eastern Ontario. For Ontario
farmers, “the ship has sailed in terms of
cost-effective crop inputs.” Prices aren’t
good right now, but they’re “absolutely
better than (they) will be in the spring.”

A variety of factors are at work on the
world markets, mainly tariffs. Low prices
last year took a lot of production offline,
said Brophy. With soybean prices so low,
the USDA is predicting many American
farmers will plant corn, not soybeans.
Soybeans don’t use nitrogen but corn uses
plenty, pushing up demand.
Brophy said that urea prices are up by
about $200 a tonne from July, then at
near-historic lows. Even buying in bulk,
farmers will be paying over $600 a tonne
on some markets for urea and close to $800
on mono-ammonium-phosphate. Ask crop
advisors about alternative products, he said.

Doug Ropp

Aaron Stevenus

519.292.1202
@DougRopp

226.821.1212
@aaron_stevenus
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A bird’s-eye view of the fire in Elgin County the day after. A huge hay barn was completely destroyed. No one was injured. (Rob Perry Photo for the Aylmer Express)

Hay barn fire
damage totals
$3 million
Elgin County blaze destroys
600-ft. long barn, 4,000 hay bales
By Connor Lynch

MALAHIDE TOWNSHIP — A massive
blaze in Malahide Township in Elgin County,
destroyed a 600-ft. long barn, causing $3
million in damage and casting a red glow
visible 10 km away at Aylmer.
The barn went up in flames at 11 p.m. on
Oct. 11. At its peak, 45 firefighters from the
township, alongside 8 from neighbouring
towns, battled the blaze with eight tankers,
four borrowed to maintain a continuous
water supply.
Director of fire and emergency services
for Malahide, Brent Smith, said that the
barn was about a third filled with hay
bales, about 4,000 large round bales, feeding the fire and making it very difficult to
put out. Three excavators tore apart the
barn to let firefighters get at the hay and
soak it.
But the immediate concern when firefighters arrived that night was keeping
the fire confined. The farm had grain bins
relatively nearby, but the major concern
was a 300-acre field of dry corn not 50

ft. from the burning barn. Flames were
licking at it, and homes are scattered at
various edges of the field.
Farm owner Matt Verbeeg combined
around the flames, clearing a U-shaped,
60 ft. firebreak where firefighters could set
up. The heat and smoke were too much for
firefighters to stick around in, but they set up
fire monitors to track the heat. When it got
too hot, the monitors, which were hooked up
to the water supply, would mist the crop to
keep it from combusting, Smith said.
One neighbour, who declined to be identified, said that he could still smell the fire 19
days later. “It was a huge, huge fire. Three
days of just running, nonstop, for water right
down past our place.”
Smith added that the barn was insured, but
the cause was unknown. It was a new barn as
well, built less than two years ago, he said.
Not only is Verbeeg a cash crop farmer,
said Smith, but he sells a lot of hay to the
U.S., and all the hay inside the barn was
contracted to U.S. buyers.
Verbeeg declined to comment when contacted by Farmers Forum.

Eyewitnesses say the red glow from the nighttime fire could be seen 10 kilometres away.
Below, firefighters battle the blaze. (Rob Perry photos for the Aylmer Express)
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Currie acclaimed as OFA president
Four vie for two vice-president positions at annual meeting in Hamilton on Nov. 19-20
GUELPH — Simcoe County cash crop
farmer Keith Currie has been acclaimed as
OFA president for the second year in a row.
Currie, an eighth-generation farmer, has
been president since first elected in 2016.
Only OFA directors are allowed to run for
the executive positions.
The OFA changed the rules this year

for nominations for president and vicepresident. In years past, a director could
arrive at the November annual general
meeting and announce at the last minute
his intention to run. However, there was a
feeling this didn’t give voters enough time
to know the candidates or their platforms.
This year, candidates had to put their name
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forward by Oct. 29.
While Currie was acclaimed, there will
be an election for the two vice-president
positions. Running are the two incumbents, Thunder Bay dairy farmer Peggy
Brekveld and Waterloo County chicken
and cash crop farmer Mark Reusser. Also
running are Middlesex cash crop farmer

Crispin Colvin and Bruce County lamb
and crop farmer Pat Jilesen.
The vote will take place at the OFA’s
annual general meeting in Hamilton on
Nov. 19 and 20.
With a membership of 37,000 farm
families, the OFA is Ontario’s largest farm
organization.
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SUGAR BEET HARVEST
80 growers, yields average,
sugar content down
By Tom Collins

CHATHAM —Sugar beet
growers were experiencing
average yields and lowerthan-normal sugar content
by the end of October, said
the chair of the Ontario
Sugarbeet Growers’ Association (OSGA), a co-op
for Ontario growers.
Growers are averaging
about 30 to 32 short tons
per acre, with harvest about
60-70 per cent completed as of Halloween, said
Rob McKerrall. There are
about 80 Ontario farmers
growing 10,000 acres of
sugar beets, mostly in the
Chatham-Kent and Lambton areas. All the growers
have contracts with the
Michigan Sugar Company,
which turns the beets into
white sugar.
McKerrall said the sugar

content is typically lower
early on, but as the sugar
beets mature and weather
cools throughout the fall,
the sugar content usually
increases. While this year’s
weather has been right for
an increase in sugar content, it’s just not happening.
McKerrall is stumped
as to why sugar content
is down, but says it’s affecting the entire Ontario
and Michigan sugar beet
industry.
“That’s the only real
drawback this year,” he
said. “It seems to affecting
everybody.”
While yields are neutral
and sugar content is down,
there is some good news as
the price of sugar beets is
slowly increasing. Ontario
sugar beet growers are part
of a co-op, so they don’t
receive payment for sugar

beets until almost a year
after harvest, once the crop
has been turned into sugar
and sold. This year, farmers
received US $42 per short
ton for last year’s crop. Estimates has this year’s crop
to be in the US mid-$40s.
The organization is still
looking into building a
sugar beet plant in Sarnia
to expand the acreage, said
McKerrall, adding that the
OSGA is still waiting for
research from Lambton
College to be released before deciding on the next
step. The 10,000 acres that
currently go to the Michigan Sugar Company would
not be affected.
“An alternative market
is always a good thing,”
said McKerrall. “The more
acres you can steer away
from corn and beans to
diversify is always a plus.”

Rob McKerrall harvests sugar beets.
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Ontario’s pot industry dominated
by corporations, not farmers
Huge conversion costs on greenhouses and licensing lock out farmers

Canada legalized marijuana last month,
and the year leading up to the fateful Oct.
17 date has been rife with speculation,
especially on what market opportunities
there are for farmers.
But it seems that farmers are not likely
to be the ones managing the crops. Though
there’s unquestionably interest in growing
cannabis, the market is dominated by large
companies and corporate greenhouses.
General Manager of the Ontario Greenhouse Growers, Joe Sbrocchi, told Farmers Forum that it’s “pretty widely known

that there’s a whole group of vegetable
growers that are turning over their acreage to cannabis,” though almost none are
abandoning vegetables entirely.
In Kingsville, over a dozen greenhouses
have applied to be rezoned, so that they
can grow pot alongside their fruits and
vegetables. But Mayor Nelson Santos
cautioned that most of those greenhouses
might not receive licences at all.
Retrofitting a greenhouse not optimized
for cannabis production is at best an expensive proposition. Sbrocchi pegged it

at $800,000 an acre; not exactly chump
change, considering building the greenhouse might’ve been $1 million an acre.
Leamington-area greenhouse grower
Jay Colasanti said that although he knows
several operations which have switched
over to growing pot, invariably they’ve
partnered with companies which hold the
actual licence.
That’s because the standards for growing pot, whether recreational or medicinal,
require extensive and expensive security
measures to be taken in an indoor facility.

Chatham-Kent area farmer and former
commercial banker Jay Cunningham
summarized it like this: “Whatever you
think it will (cost), multiply it by three.”
He added that banks have been cautious
about investing directly into the market,
meaning that prospective growers looking
for starting capital have to look elsewhere.
This has often meant large companies buying the majority of a greenhouse, providing the licence and capital for upgrades,
where the greenhouse owner provides the
space and the skill set.
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Durham Region cow wins Autumn Opportunity

By Tom Collins

ORANGEVILLE — Matt
Yates says he always knew
there was something special
about Aleah Millen Naughtys Secret.
“From day one when she
was born, we knew she was
a better kind of animal,” said
Yates. “She’s a laid-back cow
that loves to eat and make
milk.”
Naughtys Secret — bred
and owned by Matt and
Tyler Yates of Aleah Farms
at Beaverton in Durham
Region and Jason Millen
of Millen Farms at Omemee in Kawartha Lakes
— was nominated as an
All-Canadian as a calf and
as a senior two year old.
Adding to her victories, she
was named grand champion
at the Autumn Opportunity
at Orangeville in Dufferin
County on Oct. 17. Autumn
Opportunity is one of the
most prestigious annual
Holstein shows in Ontario.
“We’re still in shock,” said
Yates, adding the fact that
Naughtys Secret is homebred makes the victory even
better. “We were really happy
with the way she got ready
for (the show). You just keep

Aleah Millen Naughtys Secret was named grand champion at the Autumn Opportunity.

your fingers crossed on the
day that everything comes
together.”
Here are some of the winners at this year’s Autumn
Opportunity:
Grand champion: Aleah
Millen Naughtys Secret, bred
and owned by Matt and
Tyler Yates of Aleah Farms

at Beaverton in Durham
Region and Jason Millen of
Millen Farms at Omemee in
Kawartha Lakes
Reserve champion: Bosdale Shottle Liberty, bred by
John Hunyady at Kitchener,
Ont. and Ed, Gerald, John,
and Pete Bos of Bosdale
Farms at Cambridge, Ont.,

owned by Bosdale Farms
Honourable mention:
Cityview Braxton Lois,
bred by David G. Innes at
Woodstock, Ont., owned
by John, Elizabeth, David,
Ryan, Kelly and Amy Martin
of Marthaven Holsteins at
Woodstock, Ont., Brian, Sharon, Cole and Wes Haggins

of Loralans Holsteins and
Weswin Holsteins at Ruthven, Ont. and BBC Holsteins
at Ruthven, Ont.
Junior champion: Ronbeth Doorman Sultana, bred
by Camron and Stephanie
Murphy of Ronbeth Holsteins at Hastings, Ont.,
owned by Mt. Elgin Dairy

Farms at Guelph, Ont., Adam
Clark of Clarkvalley Holsteins at Woodville, Ont.,
Peter Leach at Woodville,
Ont. and Keaton Phoenix at
Uxbridge, Ont.
Reserve: Walkhavern
Doorman Zadie, bred and
owned by Tanya and Colin
Walker of Walkhavern Farms
at Stayner, Ont.
Honourable mention:
Crovalley Solomon Sparkle,
bred by John, Cynthia, Christina, Justin, Ryan, and Vanessa Crowley of Crovalley
Holsteins at Hastings, Ont.,
and owned by Aleah Farms,
Howard M. Doner at Whitby,
Ont., Ava Doner at Courtice,
Ont., Select Farm and Export
Services at Hanover, Ont.
and Gerardo and Jose Gonzalez at Mexico.
Breeders herd: Ed Bos
at Cambridge, Ont.
Reserve: Ari Ekstein
of Quality Holsteins at
Vaughan, Ont.
Premier exhibitor: ValeO-Skene Holsteins at Little
Britain, Ont.
Reserve: Quality Holsteins
Premier breeder: Bosdale Farms
Reserve: Quality Holsteins
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Pork, beef farmers struggling as U.S.-China
trade war slashes prices
Beef industry’s decade of decline getting worse;
pork producers relying on reserves
By Connor Lynch

WINGHAM — Soybeans may be getting
the publicity, but Ontario’s hog and beef
sectors are also struggling under the ongoing
U.S.-China trade war.
The first round of tariffs, with the opening salvo launched by the U.S. on April 3
and China responding on April 4, pushed
hog prices down. Another round of tariffs
on July 1 crippled the summer rally. Prices

hit the break-even point in September, but
have since fallen, said Ontario Pork chair
Eric Schwindt.
November and December are always soft
months on hog prices, he said. Relief isn’t
coming any time soon and producers are
feeling the pinch. Through August, producers on average were losing $50 to $60 on
every hog. Even with the recently signed
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement,
the replacement to NAFTA, Mexican hog

tariffs are still in place, holding down hog
prices.
Schwindt, who runs a finishing hog operation with about 5,000 animals at Wingham,
in Norfolk County, said that if “we see
another dip this fall, people will be making
hard decisions.” Farmers thus far have been
managing by dipping into reserves, whether
that’s land equity or cash, he said. But unlike
soybean farmers, who’ve largely weathered
the soybean price dip with forward contracting, most hog farmers can’t. Some farmers
have amortized their bills, stretching them
out to pay them back over a longer period.
Said Schwindt: “But you’ve got to pay it
eventually.”
The pork sector needs a level global
playing field, he said. Ratifying the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) trade
deal will go a long way. The Canadian government passed a bill to ratify the CPTPP on
Oct. 25. By Oct. 31, six countries had ratified
the deal, enough for it to come into force
for Canada, Australia, Japan, Mexico, New
Zealand, and Singapore by Dec. 30, 2018.
Another option would be having a madein-Canada price for hogs. But that has its
own problems. First and foremost, there are
only a few meat packing plants in Canada.
Said Schwindt: “How do you have price
discovery that doesn’t particularly help or
hurt one player, with so few players in the
market?”
Though less directly hit, the beef sector
has been having a hard time as well, said
Beef Farmers of Ontario president Joe Hill.

Falling pork prices have pulled down
meat prices across the board, including beef.
Rail prices have been hovering around $230
per 100 lb., lower than what they’ve been
for the last few years and “not where (they)
need to be.”
Price hits come only as the latest blow
to an industry already reeling from many
problems. Traditionally, the Ontario price is
a bit stronger than the Alberta price, enabling
Ontario’s feed industry to ship cattle over
from out west. But Alberta’s prices have
been significantly higher for the last two
years. “It’s really starting to create a cash
flow challenge to the Ontario industry.”
It should be good news for Ontario’s cowcalf operators, giving them an opportunity
to expand, but a lot of Ontario’s cow-calf
regions have had repeated drought issues
over the last few years. “It takes several
years where you know you’ve got adequate
feed supply, prices, to bring more (cattle)
into production.
Ontario’s beef industry has been in decline
for over a decade, he said. Herd numbers
have been dropping since 2006. That will
only increase if the trade difficulties are ongoing, he said. “There will be people exiting
the business,” slowly selling off animals over
the course of years. Others will have to go
deeper into debt to keep things going.
Beef mostly struggles with volatility. A
long-standing ask from the BFO has been for
the provincial government to invest more in
risk management for the sector. “The province has committed to it in a couple of years.
A couple of years won’t help us.”
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Ayr Jersey farm is
premier breeder
three straight years at
World Dairy Expo
By Tom Collins

AYR —A Western Ontario Jersey farmer who was
named premier breeder at the World Dairy Expo for the
third straight year said the consecutive victories bring
more brand recognition for his cattle.
“It adds a little bit,” said Rob Eby, who runs Pleasant Nook Jerseys with his wife, Julie, at Ayr, about 20
minutes southwest of Cambridge. “You win it one year,
and people say, ‘Oh, the cards fell their way.’ You win
it a second year and then people starting paying a little
more attention.”
He said the win demonstrates that the farm’s breeding
program is working. Eby said they don’t do anything
different than other farms.
“You look at pedigrees, you look at conformation of
the animals, what you have to improve, what we feel we
have to concentrate on,” he said. “We’ve always had a
fairly strict culling process in our herd, and we’ve tried
to cull for udders and have really good udders in the
cattle that we keep.”
Of 11 animals the farm brought to the World Dairy
Expo, nine of them came home with ribbons. Pleasant
Nook Apple Dumpling was first junior two year old.
Eby said Apple Dumpling’s udder and long dairy neck
really stand out.
“There are cows that are good cows and cows that are
show cows, and she always seems to bring extra game
when we get to the show,” he said.

Looking for Ontario’s great
young farmers of the year
Nomination deadline is Jan. 15, 2019
The Ontario Outstanding
Young Farmers Program is
looking for nominations for
another batch of excellent
young farmers.
To be eligible, farm individuals or couples between
the ages of 18 to 39 must
have at least two-thirds of
their gross revenue come
from farming.
The nominees will be

judged in eight categories,
including environmental
stewardship, production
history, oral interviews and
financial and management
practices.
Nominations can be
found at ontario.oyfcanada.
com/nominations and are
due Jan. 15, 2019. Winners will be announced in
September.

Small businesses created 95 %
of new jobs over five years
Small businesses dominate Canada’s economic landscape
and any impacts on them have substantial ripples across
the country.
Defined as having fewer than 100 employees, small
business comprise 98 per cent of all businesses in Canada,
according to government statistics.
According to Don Kelly, president of the Canadian
Federation of Independent Businesses, the overwhelming majority of job creation also comes from small business. He wrote last month that between 2005 and 2015,
95 per cent of all jobs created across the country came
from small businesses. His organization represents about
110,000 businesses in Canada, 7,200 in the ag sector.
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Ontario’s chief medical officer of health
to look into cloudy well water at Chatham-Kent
CHATHAM-KENT — Ontario’s government has requested the province’s chief medical officer of health
look into the well water in Chatham-Kent.
MPP Monte McNaughton (PC–Lambton-Kent-Middlesex) told Queen’s Park on Oct. 16 that his government had asked Dr. David Williams to look into reports
of cloudy well water full of black sediment in the area.
Said McNaughton: “We are committed to getting to the
bottom of this issue.”
A community organization, Water Wells First, reported
black particulate in residents’ water, and the group has
squarely blamed area wind farms, claiming they have
disturbed the black shale that lies deep underground.

Chatham-Kent Officer of Health David Colby has
said that not only is there no evidence that the pile driving to put up the wind turbines caused anyone’s water
to go bad, there aren’t that many people whose water
was affected.
Testing of 179 local wells in 2017, after 16 complaints
to the environment ministry, showed only two wells
that failed a water quality test. Said Colby: “That is not
consistent with contamination of the aquifer.”
A ministry report suggested that over-pumping or
damaged wells were likely the problem and that there is
more vibration from nearby water pumps than from
wind turbines.
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Animal police might stop farm investigations
OSPCA say it doesn’t have the funding for investigating farms and wants the province to take over that job
By Tom Collins

STOUFFVILLE — The
Ontario Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (OSPCA) is considering getting out of farm
animal cruelty investigations because it says it’s
hard up for money.
The Canadian Press

reported that while the
OSPCA has not made any
official statement, the organization wants the province
to take over those investigations.
Farm lawyer Kurtis Andrews has argued that by
being at arm’s length of
the government and not
actually part of the govern-

ment, the OSPCA doesn’t
have enough money to
carry out animal welfare
protection properly. He
said when there is social
media pressure to carry out
an investigation a certain
way, it puts the OSPCA
in a position where it has
to satisfy those pressures
because that’s where its

funding comes from.
“They’re not properly
funded, and it’s as simple
as that,” he said. “What is
apparently without question here, is the OSPCA
doesn’t have (enough)
money. That means they
can’t carry out their investigations properly. And if
you can’t do it properly,

you shouldn’t be doing it
at all.”
Not investigating farms
might suit many farmers
just fine. The OSPCA is not
well liked in farm country.
The group is not subject to
Freedom of Information
requests, so the public can’t
find out any information
about its policies or conduct unless the OSPCA
wants to give it out. It polices its own officers, and
sets its own policies, without any public oversight.
The OSPCA can give
itself ongoing, limitless
warrantless entry and can
issue orders that can exist indefinitely, and may
exercise its own discretion
in determining if an order
was complied with.
The Ontario Landowners Association launched
a charter challenge against
the OSPCA in 2013 and
its case was finally heard
this past May. A decision
is hopeful for November
or December. The group
argued the OSPCA Act violates the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms
because it creates a private animal police force
that relies on donations,
making it dependent on its
donors, creating a conflict
of interest.

OLA president Tom
Black told Farmers Forum
that he doesn’t believe the
OSPCA will stop investigating farms, and is instead
hedging its bets in case it
loses the charter challenge.
If the court rules against
the OSPCA, the organization may not feel pressure
to appeal since it has stated
it is looking to move away
from farm investigations,
he said.
While some believe
failed high-profile cases
have hurt the public perception of the OSPCA,
Black adds that the OSPCA
is responsible for its poor
public perception in rural
areas.

OLA president Tom Black
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A barn fire at Jobin Farms at Maidstone in Essex County in 2016.

Animals are a significant cause of barn
fires, OMAFRA working group says
Rodents chew wires, gassy livestock corrode sockets
By Connor Lynch

An Ontario working group digging
into the probable causes of barn fires
in the province is pointing the finger
at corroded wall sockets caused by
gassy cows.
The OMAFRA-led coalition of
commodity groups started digging into
barn fires around four years ago. “The
loss of livestock was extremely unfortunate and the impact on families was
huge,” said program manager for Farm
& Food Care Ontario, Bruce Kelly.
In about half of all barn fires, find-
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ing the cause is impossible; fire is very
good at destroying evidence. But the
group turned up a few cases where the
burn left behind some clues, Kelly said.
Of fires with a known cause, about
40 per cent of time, the cause was an
electrical system failure. Sometimes
it’s rodents chewing through wires,
but methane gas from livestock and
manure often corrodes electrical
sockets. Corrosion can be particularly severe on electrical plugs and
sockets around manure pits and fans,
Kelly said.
Fortunately for farmers, there are

steps they can take. NEMA 4X-rated
sockets are covered and sealed against
the environment, protecting them from
the worst of the corrosion. Those kinds
of sockets are largely only available
wholesale, but Farm & Food Care Ontario is working to get them into local
outlet stores as well.
Barn fires remain an expensive and
chronic issue in Ontario. In 2016,
there were 73 fires with a combined
loss of $25 million. From 2009 to
2016, the number of fires never
dropped below 56, and the yearly loss
never fell below $8 million.
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Low loonie, high yields protect Ontario
farmers from weak crop revenues
TORONTO — What do high yields and low corn
prices mean for farmers?
Ontario growers are expected to lead Canada to
the country’s largest corn crop and second-largest
soybean crop on record, according to the Bank of
Montreal’s 2018 North American Harvest Report.
According to Statistics Canada, Ontario planted
59.4 per cent of Canada’s total corn acreage and
about 48 per cent of all soybean acres planted in
Canada.
The report said the U.S. is expected to hit record
or near-record highs in corn, soybeans and wheat,

which, combined with trade disputes, is lowering
crop prices. The report went on to say high-yielding
Ontario crops and a low loonie are helping shield
Ontario farmers from significantly weaker crop
revenue, leaving some growers in a good position
to invest in the farm.
“Even with moderately climbing interest rates,
improved efficiencies in farm operations should
help improve profitability and cash flows, leaving
farmers better positioned to handle interest rate
bumps,” said Adam Vervoort, head of agriculture
banking for BMO.
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One in five Canadians think
of suffering animals when
eating meat, survey says
HALIFAX — About 17 per cent of all Canadians are
making an effort to limit the amount of meat they eat,
says a new Dalhousie University study that only polled
people online.
The online survey of 1,027 people asked Canadians
about eating habits and the results showed, if they are
accurate and extrapolated to account for the entire
population, that 6.4 million Canadians restrict meat either
partially or completely. The survey found that 48.5 per
cent said they eat meat daily, while another 40 per cent
said they eat meat only once or twice a week.
Respondents said they reduced their meat intake for
health benefits, animal welfare concerns, the high price of
meat, taste preference, weight control and they consider
it more environmentally friendly.
The survey also found that 32.2 per cent are thinking
of reducing their meat consumption over the next six
months.
Almost 20 per cent surveyed said they are reminded of
the deaths and suffering of animals when they eat meat.
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Back in the Day

			

1956

On-farm, off-farm, on again
Doris Horner poses with her 4-H calf north of Milverton in Perth County in the
summer of 1956. Raised on a typical Canadian farm, the family had a dozen
cows, chickens, pigs and some cash crops. In 1967, Doris became the first
female 4-H agricultural club leader in Perth County. The farm was sold to David
and Delphine Carter, who still own the farm today.
Doris married George Raycraft and worked in a nursing home for 30 years,
while George worked in construction and owned a small excavation company.
They had two children. Their son, Ken, bought a small farm at Milverton and
raises pigs and has 100 chickens. Doris, now 75, and George, 74, are back at
farming. They make the daily trek to their son’s farm to wash the chicken eggs
they sell at the farm gate.

Calgary approves
emotional support
farm animals
Fans of emotional support animals say having
the animals around calms
their owners. Others say
that the animals are just
glorified pets. This doesn’t
stop some people from
trying to bring the animals
everywhere.
A woman was kicked
off a U.S. flight in October
for bringing her emotional
support squirrel on board
(the airline has a policy that
rodents are not allowed).
Another woman was not allowed on a United Airlines
Flight with her emotional
support peacock.
The city of Calgary,
however, got all emotional
about the issue and passed
a law allowing farm livestock — which includes
pigs, chickens and miniature horses — to be kept
in city homes as emotional
support animals as long as
you have a permit. City
councillors say the animals
are not allowed in public places, but that hasn’t
stopped people in other

Tom Collins
Tomfoolery

jurisdictions from trying.
Two years ago, a journalist with New Yorker
magazine applied for an
emotional support animal
permit, and traipsed around
New York and Boston with
unusual animals, such as
a 15-pound turtle (that she
kept on a leash), a snake, a
turkey, an alpaca and a pig.
She went to museums, expensive boutiques, delicatessens, hair salons, apartment
open houses, coffee bars and
even took a plane ride. Only
once was she denied service.
Many people mistakenly
believed the law allows an
emotional service animal
into an establishment.

Don’t stop working, 97-yearold Alberta farmer says
WETASKIWIN — For one 97-year-old Alberta farmer,
who has a full head of white hair, the best retirement plan
turned out to be no retirement plan. Roscoe Grant is a
cash crop farmer with his son and grandson on their sixthgeneration family farm, about 70 km south of Edmonton.
Grant only ever took a brief shot at retirement. It
quickly drove him stir crazy, his son told CTV News.
So Grant went back at it, working alongside the two
generations to farm after him. The cash crop farmer runs
combines, planters, and grain carts.
Don’t retire, Grant advises, “because you have to have
something to do. I love this life. I love to be with nature.”
Said son Neil: “He puts in 10-hour days no problem.
Day after day. And it’s paid off. You can’t hire somebody
to do work like he does.”
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Easy, effective tests to
check the health of a cow
As I have written before, dairy cow production and
health has improved to such an extent that major diseases that impact production are now as likely to be
‘subclinical’ as they are to be clinical. By subclinical,
I mean that it is not easy to see that a cow or calf is
sick. You might only find out that it is sick by doing
some sort of test. The oldest test that we still use to-

day is the California Mastitis Test, an old standby to
find quarters with subclinical mastitis. It has all the
attributes of a great test: it is cheap, convenient, easy
to use and fairly accurate.
Another great test that is commonly used is the
BHB test to detect subclinical ketosis. BHB stands
for beta-hydroxybutyrate. The BHB test replaced the

Dr. Robert Tremblay
Veterinarian

milk ketone test as a way to find cows with subclinical ketosis. Cows with subclinical ketosis often have
reduced production and are more likely to get other
fresh cow diseases. The BHB test is widely and often
routinely used now to detect ketosis early so cows can
be treated more effectively. There are guidelines on
which cows to test and when to test so dairy farmers get
the most efficient return on their investment in testing.
Another subclinical disease that is very common
in older cows and in some fresh heifers is subclinical
hypocalcemia — blood calcium is low but not necessarily low enough for cows to go down with clinical
hypocalcemia, milk fever. Veterinarians started paying
attention to subclinical hypocalcemia (SCH for short)
a few years ago. Research had found that cows with
SCH at freshening were more likely to go on to have
other health problems like DA’s, RP’s, ketosis and
metritis. There is evidence that cows with SCH may
also be less productive.
It is not very easy or convenient to test for SHC.
You need to test blood and you need to test the blood
quite soon after you take the sample. The machine
that detects blood calcium is not very portable so vets
wouldn’t usually get results right away.
A few years ago, researchers at Cornell University
started to work with a company to see if they could
develop a machine to test blood calcium that could
be used in barns similar to the little meters that are so
convenient to test cows for ketones/BHB. After quite
a wait, it seems as if that calcium meter might be close
to becoming a reality.
The company that makes a blood calcium test meter
had it on display at a conference that I attended at
the end of August. It is intended to be used in barns.
The company planned to have it available in North
America in the fall of 2018. The calcium meter will
work a little differently than the ketone meter. The
ketone meter uses little test strips to detect BHB. The
calcium meter does not use test strips but it does use
test solutions. The test solutions are needed to make
sure that the calcium meter is measuring accurately.
Replacing test strips is part of the costs for using the
BHB meter; replacing the calibration fluids as they get
used up will be part of the costs of using the calcium
meter. Still it will be difficult to beat the convenience
of being able to measure blood calcium right in the
barn. It could be used on cows with clinical milk fever,
not just cows with SCH.
Getting a quick and easy way to test cows for low
blood calcium will be a big help to becoming better
able to manage fresh cows and close up dry cows.
Like all new technologies, though, there will likely
be a learning period. We’ll need to figure out the best
time to test cows and the level of blood calcium where
we’ll need to be concerned and take action.

Dr. Robert Tremblay is a veterinarian for BoehringerIngelheim and lives near Guelph.
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Dairy farmer erupts: There are no
solutions in the ‘room of gloom and doom’
Angela Dorie
Backroads

I am still so angry that I could spit.
On Oct. 17, a dairy producer meeting was hosted in St.
Isidore, in Eastern Ontario by Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s
Graham Lloyd, and local Liberal MP Francis Drouin.
With no bucket of tar and bag of feather waiting outside
the door, it must have seemed safe to enter.
Held in the arena, in a hall I think of as “the dairy room
of gloom and doom,” more chairs had to be brought in for
200 very unhappy producers who turned up after working a long day. A few poultry farmers joined in hoping to
understand the mess our PM and Foreign Affairs Minister
Chrystia Freeland have created while “protecting” supply management. Just once I would love to sit there and
receive good news.
News media was excluded as the hosts wanted nothing
leaked. Very much a “for your ears only” sort of thing. I
respect these wishes.
After addresses by Lloyd and Drouin, question period
ensued with farmer after farmer voicing displeasure and
trying to figure out who was to blame for not protecting
us. Why support organizations if they can’t or won’t have
our back? The MP kept insisting more letter writing was
the answer. Really? In among all the piles of paper work
already demanded?
No one had any solutions. The majority felt the DFO,
Dairy Farmers of Canada and the federal government led
farmers along and then threw us under the Trump-driven
bus. At one point, we were outright told that dairy had
been sacrificed to obtain Chapter 11, the dispute mechanism which Trudeau wanted. Had we been legalizing
pot, we would have succeeded. Ag just doesn’t count in
Ottawa, just a means to an end.
The compensation package, promised to be “full and
fair” by the people who sold us out, is being negotiated.
Should we trust them?? Then came the big BUT. It will
be another expanded Dairy Farm Investment Program
that applied to few and entailed debt. Not one farmer
wanted it then or now. Take the money (and $250 million
is not nearly enough) and pro rate it across our farms per
quota holdings.
But this really put it all in perspective, considering
how badly Canadian supply-managed farms, plus the
businesses who support them, are affected. For the U.S.
dairy industry, it is but a drop in the bucket.
We heard that our almost 4 % loss of quota equals less
than 1 % of the milk produced in the USA. Or it is less
than the milk produced by one cow in every U.S. farm.
Really? And for that Trump forced Trudeau’s hand?
This had nothing to do with helping the chronic
overproduction problem of American dairy farms and
everything to do with egos. The big bully sitting in a
white house got the boy PM to knuckle under and do
as he wished to the detriment of Canadian agriculture.
Now, what happens? We have lost more market —
again — plus we have countless restrictions. Counting
all the trade agreements ever made by our PMs over the
years, from WTO, to CETA, CPTPP and now USMCA,
we have lost 18 % of our quota. Is that fair trade? And
we should trust Trudeau’s and Freeland’s word that we
will be fully and fairly compensated? Or that our dairy
organizations will fight for what is rightfully ours? No.
In most Canadian provinces and territories, if you

peacefully use a piece of property legally belonging to
another person for a minimum of 10 years and they do
nothing to remove you, you can claim squatter’s rights
and become owner of the land.
In the case of dairy quota, farms have been using, buying, selling and trading it since about 1972 or 46 years. It is
our money that has paid for it and expanded farms around
it. Farmers have borrowed to buy it and many still owe on
those loans, repaying them from money the quota earns. Sell
your quota and in your bank’s eyes, your farm has lost value.
The “full and fair” compensation offered must, there-

fore, be what the going market value is and nothing less.
Ottawa must buy the quota they gave away in trade deals
from us or remove all access to supply managed produce
from trade deals they have signed.
It is time to hire people to represent us and start a class
action lawsuit against the federal government on the
grounds that they have no rights to OUR quota.
I’m mad as hell and refuse to take it anymore.
Angela Dorie is an agricultural writer and a Jersey
farmer near Cornwall, in Eastern Ontario.
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Global warming alarmists cried “wolf” too often
Everybody loves the apocalypse. The idea of the end
of the world, the more imminent the better, has always
had enthusiastic popular support. For as long as we’ve
enjoyed life on this delightful Earth, there has been a
morose and righteous sect of one sort or another telling
us the lease was nearly up, the doomsday bailiff coming
any minute now to shut things down. And whether from
the abrasive thrill of the message, or the melodrama of
the scenario, people have lapped it up.
As an attention-getter, The End is Near is right up
there with the fabled cry of “Fire” in a crowded theatre.
Identical really, as claiming the world is about to end
any moment now is the loudest possible cry of “Fire” in
the largest possible theatre of all. The call does gather a
crowd. Under the spell of lunatic prophets belching arma-

geddon, people have done the craziest things — crowded
on mountain tops or gone off into the torrid desert — to
await the end, only, of course, in the end (that never happens) to be disappointed.
Religious pretenders, in particular, have demonstrated
a fondness for the imagery and idea of extinction and
collapse and none quite so gluttonously as the modern
sectarians of the environmental movement. They have
been throwing out scares of population bombs, famine,
extinction, wars, world floods, vast migrations and —
the favourite — imminent and absolute global ecological collapse for decades now. It would take a master of
the abacus to tote up how many “deadlines” and “last
chances” and “tipping points” and “if-we-don’t-actNOW-it-will-be-too-lates” the world has been teased

Rex Murphy
Guest columnist
with, whether from Prince Charles on his private train,
sundry ecological anchorites, or the pursed pious lips of
the “we’re-here-to-save-you, send-in-your-money-now”
megacorp fundraising machines of Greenpeace, the Sierra
Club and all their green ilk.
None, however, have more versatility with the alarm
bells of the apocalypse than the assembly of existential
dread known as the IPCC (the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). For them, as
Paris was for terse Hemingway, the end of the world is
a moveable feast. For near three decades now they have
held their annual jumbo jamborees. And every year the
news is worse, the threats are greater, and it is always
just a hair’s breadth from being too late. The scene is
always the same. A keening goes around the assembled
multitude of worshippers as a fresh and even more definitive deadline than any of the past 20 or 30 for Saving the
Planet as inscribed in The Book of Climate Revelations.
The IPCC enjoys a delightfully recurrent state of despair over the world’s imminent collapse, which happily
coincides with the release of each annual report. Things
are looking, unsurprisingly, down. 2100 used to be the
final frontier. It’s been moved up some 70 years to 2030.
And we’ve lost half a degree. The new threshold is 1.5,
where we used to have the full comforts of a whole two
degrees. Other good news. No one is living up to their
commitments. Even the most sanctimonious on the
subject.
The greener-than-thou Canada of Mr. Trudeau and Ms.
McKenna, it has been noted, is singing all the hymns
in the right key and enjoys a friendly smile from the
preacher, but $10 a tonne, $20 a tonne, even $50 dollars
a tonne won’t cut it. And they know it. To be true to their
own sermonizing, Mr. Trudeau and his Cabinet colleague
would have to deal with the United Nations report that
estimated governments would need to impose effective
carbon prices of $135 to $5,500 per ton of carbon dioxide
pollution by 2030 to keep overall global warming below
1.5 degrees Celsius.
And Canadians will see that when grand pianos take
wing and Donald Trump is invited for a few beers over a
weekend at Harrington Lake to pick up a few tips about
the best restaurants in Mumbai for his next trip to the
subcontinent. The Liberal government’s fabled plan, by
the IPCC reckoning, is actually more of a ploy.
The trouble with apocalypses is that they can’t be plural. You only get one by definition. Neither can you set
multiple deadlines for Doomsday. It’s a kind of one-off
by nature. Do it too often and people cease to take notice
or even care.
Everyone knows the sad story of Cassandra, the woman
given the gift of true prophecy by the gods and simultaneously cursed to have no one believe her. The IPCC’s
problem, up to now, is like that but reversed. Always
off, but generously credited. I think that string has run
out. They can play Wagner and whistle the Ride of the
Valkyries all they want from here on. People are tired of
that music, and sick of the band.

Rex Murphy is a National Post columnist. Material
republished with the express permission of Postmedia
Network Inc.
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Tribute to Ma Bell
Remembering rural landlines and the party line news service

Dan Needles
Farmer thinking

It seems everyone I know in the country is struggling
these days with his landline. My sister-in-law has had the
same telephone line for 50 years and the roots of a maple
tree have grown right over it. Talking to her reminds me
of the old days of the party line when you had to shout
to make yourself heard. You can always tell when the
wind is blowing at her place because the phone cuts out
completely after three minutes.
Bell’s service people have been out many times to
diagnose the problem, which is actually pretty simple.
The cables are ancient and need to be replaced all the
way back into town. But that isn’t happening anytime
soon because Bell’s debt to equity ratios are in the same
state as all of the old carriers across the continent. They
simply can’t afford to fix the problem.
My line is no better. Static crackles over every conversation. Bell has never been much help with the problem.
They used to send a fellow out to check the relay box at
the end of the road.
“Full of mouse nests,” he would say and the problem
would get better for a few months. Then he retired and
we learned to clear the mouse nests ourselves. Then the
static became so loud that the mice moved out.
My friends ask why I don’t just give up the landline
and accept that cell phones are the way of the future.
I’m reluctant to do that for a very silly reason. You see,
my number begins with 445 which dates me as one of
the older residents of the community. My landline has
the patina of old age and long service. In a community
that sets rigorous standards for what constitutes a local
resident, I like to think my 445 gives me favoured status.
There’s certainly no other reason to be attached to this
old phone. The service has never been good and the only
people who are willing to listen to my complaints live in
Mumbai. When I first moved up here in 1978, I shared a
party line with four other families. The voice at the other
end of the line often sounded like someone shouting at
you across a ploughed field. We gave up the party line
to get the Internet at the turn of the century, a decision
that I made with great reluctance and now regret bitterly
because I had to abandon the most reliable news service
I have ever known. The last ‘party’ on my line was my
bachelor neighbour, Kenny Jardine, who was joined at
the ear to the widow Helen Kenwell up in Maxwell. Long
before Internet chat rooms, I could log on to The News
with Kenny and Helen every morning just by picking
up the phone. Traffic accidents, barn fires, marriage collapse, coyote predation, new equipment purchases . . .
Kenny and Helen were first with the news and free with
their comments.
I gave up this useful and colourful free service for the
Internet, which turned out to be a pale and lifeless substitute. Dial-up became obsolete pretty much the day after it
was hooked up. A version of high-speed finally came to
us about eight years ago, but it still won’t deliver a movie
reliably on a Saturday night and the news comes from
every part of the globe except the Pretty River Valley,
which is the only area of any interest to me. Helen and
Kenny are both gone now and I have become dangerously uninformed.
When I was a boy on the farm we had 26 people on
the party line. Information came out of that phone by

the gigabyte. Our farm sat on the area code boundary
between 705 and 519. You could make a local call for
15 miles to the east but a call across the Airport Road
meant a long distance charge. There were two farmers
on opposite sides of that road who devised an ingenious
system to beat the telephone company. They could each
see the other’s barn doors from the front yard and they
invented a semaphore code to send messages back and
forth. Left door open meant I’m coming to you. Right
door open meant you come to me. Both doors open said
‘yes’. Both doors closed said ‘no’. Both doors open and

red flannel underwear hanging from the crossbar meant
“Emergency! Get over here right away!”
It will take that kind of creative thinking to solve the
problem of telephone communication in rural Canada.
It can’t come soon enough for this unhappy customer.

Dan Needles is a writer and the author of the Wingfield
Farm stage plays. He lives on a small farm near Collingwood, Ont. His website is www.danneedles.ca.
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BARN PAINTING

COMPOST

BARN REMOVAL

COMPRESSOR SERVICE

BEE SUPPLIES

CONSTRUCTION

CLOTHING/FOOT WEAR

FINANCIAL PLANNING

ANTI-SLIP SOLUTIONS
Prevent Slips & Falls

Get a Grip on Lameness Prevention
with 3/4” or 1/2” diamond sawed grooves.
Grooving keeps hoofs dry, healthy &
provides the best traction.

Grandview Concrete
Grooving Inc.

1-888-447-6684

info@cowcomfort.com
www.cowcomfort.com

Lameness Prevention &
Cow Comfort
Specialists For More
Than 30 Years!

Grooving keeps your livestock….LIVE STOCK!

BAG SUPPLIES
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FUEL

INSURANCE

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT

FUNERAL HOME

LIVESTOCK
TRANSPORTATION

NUTRITION

GARAGE DOORS

MOTORSPORTS

NURSERY

GARAGE DOORS

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT

PEST CONTROL
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SCRAP METAL
REAL ESTATE

TRAILERS

SEED
WELDING

TRACTOR PARTS
www.DiamondFarmTractorParts.com
NEW! TRACTOR PARTS & QUALITY ENGINE REBUILD
KITS FOR MOST MAKES & MODELS!

WINDOWS

GREAT COMPETITIVE PRICE QUOTES!

1-800-481-1353

TRACTOR SERVICE MANUALS!
SEATS! ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS, CARBURETORS,
CHAINS, ALTERNATORS AND MUCH MORE

DIAMOND FARM TRACTOR PARTS • DEPT. FF13
16385 TELEPHONE ROAD SOUTH, BRIGHTON, ON K0K 1H0
tractors, combines, mower
conditioners, balers, engines,
backhoes, and many, many more!

SCOOTERS

New Aftermarket Parts
for your Agricultural and
Industrial Equipment.

1-877-319-0059

sean@canadiantractorpartsdirect.com

We have access to literally 1000’s
of parts that can be shipped from
different warehouses in Canada.
engine overhaul kits and parts, clutch
kits, front axle parts, transmission
parts, pto parts, cab parts, starters
& alternators, brake parts, water
pump
and
cooling
components,
filters, steering and tie-rod parts,
hydraulic pumps, rims, repair manuals

www.canadiantractorpartsdirect.com
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Classified Ads ads
LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
TROUT 4 POND (STOCKING) — Rainbow, Speckled,
Browns. Fountains, windmills, aerators, True Blue,
Nature’s Pond Conditioner.
519-833-2559. www.silver
creekponds.com.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE — 5 furrow
semi-mount SanderumKverneland plow. No damage. Minimal wear. $4,500.
Owner’s manual and parts
book for 718 New Holland
forage harvester. Hay head,
like new. Make an offer. 613283-0831.
FOR SALE — Calcitic Ag
Lime. Extra fine quality lime,
suitable for dairy bedding and
field applications. Opens the
gateway for all your plants’
nutrient needs. Call Mel at
519-533-2056.
FOR SALE — 4x4 round
bales, good for horses,
stored inside. Call 613-4765146.
NEW GENERATOR SETS —
Perkins Eng./Stamford/Mecc
Alte Alternator. Call for pricing.
PTO TRACTOR DRIVEN —
Mecc Alte 30, 40, 55 kw. Call
for other models & pricing.
60 KVA PERKINS/CAT —
Generator with new generator end. Multi-voltage. $7,999.
CAT/PERKINS — 100
kw 1104 TA with Dynagen Controls. $11,250.
T.N.T. Stand-By Power 1-866-383-3641 or
dontgetcaughtinthedark@
gmail.com or 3959ram
goathouse@gmail.com.

D
L
O

S

PROPERTY FOR SALE
HALDIMAND COUNTY —
92 acres. Hagersville area
beef farm with 3-bdrm 2storey home with bank barn
& beef loafing & feeding
barn extension. $939,000.
ELGIN COUNTY — 33
acres. Dutton area horse
farm, 2-storey home, indoor
riding arena, sand arena, 15
horse stalls, good fencing,
walk-in shelters. $879,000.
SW MIDDLESEX — 63
acres. Ideal place to build.
33+- acres of workable
land. $399,900. SOLD.
OXFORD COUNTY — 101
acres. 1 3/4-storey farmhouse
with barn, pastures, creek
and 2 woodlots. $1,319,000.
MIDDLESEX COUNTY —
163 acres. London within
the city limits. 100 acres
wkble, 40+/- acres bush. 2
residences, a century home
with barn and a custom built
2,230 sq.-ft.-ranch built in
2007 with shop. $4,300,000.
ELGIN COUNTY — 40.59
acres. 35 wkble, bare land
south of Wardsville. Ideal
sandy loam soils. Add to
your existing land base or a
potential building site. Consider this farm. $445,000.
CHATHAM COUNTY — 75
acres. Bare land at Chatham, zoned M1, loamy

soils suitable for speciality crops. $1,750,000.
CHATHAM — 85 acres. Soil
suitable for speciality crops including tomatoes, seed corn
and vegetables. $1,600,000.
BRUCE PENINSULA
— 203 acres. Hardwood
bush 80 % maple. Recreational and/or generate
income from trees either
syrup or lumber. $624,900.
OXFORD COUNTY — Building lot 122.78ftx119.95 ft.
Residential building lot in
the town of Ingersoll. Potential to sever into 2 lots in a
mature neighbourhood on a
dead end street. $229,000.
MIDDLESEX COUNTY —
76 acres. Cash crop farm
near Thamesford, sys tiled.
1 3/4-storey, 5-bedroom
farm home with drive shed,
traditional barn and grain
bin. $1,450,000. www.farm
sales.ca CALL ALISTER.
BLANDFORD BLENHEIM
— 86 acres. Cash crop farm,
minutes from 401 & 403
hwys. Sys tiled, irrigation permit. 5-bedroom raised ranch
home overlooking scenic ravine. $1,875,000. www.farm
sales.ca CALL ALISTER.
Sutton Group Select Realty
Inc Brokerage Alister MacLean*519-860-4113, Tracey Flynn*519-532-0164*
Sales Representative
www.farmsales.ca

WANTED
WANTED — Carpenter or
handyman to repair old barn
in Essex County. Call Paul
519-726-6434.
BECOME A GENERAL
SEED DEALER — Recruiting
motivated individuals to promote and market
our products. As
a dealer, you will
receive practical
training and business support.
Great for custom operators,
cattle truckers, hoof trimmers
or any farmer looking for
extra income. General Seed
is one of the largest forage
seed, cover crop and silage

corn companies in Eastern
Canada. For inquires call
905.648.2101 or email us
at generalseedcompany@
gmail.com
LOOKING FOR A CAREER
IN CONSTRUCTION? —
Join our team if you enjoy
carpentry & framing. We are
looking for you. Willing to train
enthusiastic candidates. Must
be neat, tidy and work well
with others. Send resume to
bremancon@gmail.com. Or
call Henry at 519-535-1080.
Breman Construction Incorporated.
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Coming Events ads
WESTERN ONTARIO
Fri. Nov. 2-11, 2018 – Royal
Agricultural Winter Fair at
Exhibition Place, Toronto, ON.

Mon. Nov. 5 & 6, 2018 – TD
Canadian 4-H Dairy Classic
at Royal Agricultural Winter
Fair, Exhibition Place, To-

ronto, Ont. Showmanship
classes, 2 p.m. on Nov. 5.
Showmanship Judge: Claire
Swale, Lancashire, England;

Associate Showmanship
Judge: Steve Fraser, Fergus,
Ont. Conformation classes, 8
a.m. on Nov. 6. Conformation

Judge: Bloyce Thompson,
Frenchfort, P.E.I.
Thu. Nov. 8, 2018 – National
Red & White Holstein Show,

7:30 a.m. at Royal Agricultural Winter Fair, Exhibition
Place, Toronto, Ont. Judge:
Jack Lomeo Jr., Sylvan
Beach, N.Y.
Thu. Nov. 8, 2018 – Sale
of Stars, 1:30 p.m. at Royal
Agricultural Winter Fair,
Exhibition Place, Toronto,
Ont. Barclay Phoenix & Jon
Weaver, sale mgrs.
Thu. Nov. 8 & 9, 2018 – National Holstein Show at Royal
Agricultural Winter Fair, Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ont.
First three classes of junior
females, 6 p.m. on Nov. 8;
balance of junior females,
milking females and groups,
7:30 a.m. on Nov. 9. Judge:
Jamie Black, Brushton,
N.Y.
Sat. Nov.10, 2018 - Field
Days: Alternative Management Strategy, Grazing Your
Cover Crops. Chatham, ON.
9:00 am - 12:30 pm. For more
info contact the Agricultural
Information Contact Centre
877.424.1300 or ag.info.
omafra@ontario.ca
Wed. Nov. 14, 2018 - BCRC
Webinar: The way you purchase antibiotics is changing.
Thu. Nov. 22, 2018 – Huron
County Club Annual Meeting at Winmaple Holsteins
of Den Hartog Dairy Farms
Ltd., Dublin, Ont.
Thu. Dec. 6, 2018 - Forage
Focus 2018. Stratford Rotary
Complex. Keynote Speaker:
Michael Hutjens, professor
emeritus, department of
animal sciences, University
of Illinois. Call 1-877-8928663 to register $40 registration fee includes lunch and
conference proceedings.
Pre-registration is required
by Nov. 30.
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